Abstract-We survey recent research and practice in the area of chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) fill synthesis, in terms of both problem formulations and solution approaches. We review the CMP as the planarization technique of choice for multilevel very large-scale integration metallization processes. Post-CMP wafer topography varies according to pattern density. We review density-analysis methods and density-control objectives that are used in today's fill-synthesis algorithms. In addition, we discuss the concept of design-driven fill synthesis that seeks to optimize CMP fill with respect to objectives beyond mere density uniformity. Design-driven fill synthesis minimizes the impact of CMP fill on design performance and parametric yield while still satisfying the density criteria that are motivated by manufacturing models. We conclude with a discussion of where CMP fill synthesis may be naturally integrated within future design and manufacturing flows.
I. INTRODUCTION
C HEMICAL-MECHANICAL polishing (CMP) is the planarizing technique of choice to satisfy the local and global planarity constraints imposed by today's advanced lithography methods [36] , [54] . As device geometries scale, there is an inevitable need for better planarization of the multilevelinterconnect structures. Early planarization approaches are of two types: spin-on-glass (SOG) and reverse etchback (REB).
SOG is a method which consists of coating the surface of a particular layer with SOG materials. These materials can be categorized in three different groups: 1) silicate-based compounds; 2) organosilicon compounds; and 3) dopant-organic compounds. In SOG, the silicon wafer must be cleaned before coating. The wafer is placed on a spinner, and approximately 1 ml of SOG material is dropped on the center of the wafer. Then, the carrier holding the wafer is rotated at several thousand cycles per minute to create a thin layer of the SOG material on the wafer. In most cases, a film thickness between 50 and 500 nm will result. Controlling the thickness is a matter of controlling the solution viscosity. Among the various techniques for pla- narization, the SOG method is advantageous because of the simplicity of the process, the good adhesion characteristics, and the low level of stress and shrinkage in the SOG material [63] . REB uses a second mask to etchback raised areas to lower the pattern density. The etchback mask is created by shrinking all features on a given layout by a fixed amount called "etchback bias." This results in removal of the majority of the raised material if the features are large. Selective REB uses customization of the etchback mask to reduce the amount of material that is etched away [37] .
In modern submicrometer processes, SOG and REB techniques no longer work, because implementation of the SOG technique requires thorough understanding of the glass and the stability of the remaining material, which leads to considerable variation in the practicality of this technique [50] . In addition, REB suffers from complexity and significant cost due to extra masking steps. In addition, REB requires a significant amount of monitoring to control the level of defects caused by the process [50] . CMP uses both mechanical and chemical means to planarize the surface of the wafer. In a typical CMP tool, the wafer is held on a rotating holder, as shown in Fig. 1 . The surface of the wafer being polished is pressed against the polishing pad (i.e., a resilient material), which is mounted on a rotating disk. A slurry composed of particles suspended in a chemical solution is also deposited on the pad as the chemical abrasive.
The material-removal mechanism of silicon-dioxide (oxide) CMP is similar to the removal found in glass polishing. First, a chemical reaction softens the deposited film surface and, then, a mechanical surface abrasion aided by slurry particles removes the material [13] , [36] . The chemical reaction between the slurry and the surface of the wafer creates a hydroxilated-form material. The new material has weaker atomic bonds. It is, therefore, more easily removed during the polishing process [45] . The second step involves the removal of the weakened film surface through abrasion.
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In the very deep-submicrometer, very large-scale integrationregime manufacturing steps, including optical exposure, resist development, and etch, and CMP have varying effects on device and interconnect features depending on local properties of the layout. Foundry economics dictate that the processwindow volumes be maximized, which in turn requires that device and interconnect features be fabricated as predictably and uniformly as possible. To achieve this goal, the layout must be made uniform with respect to a certain density parameter. The physics of semiconductor processing make predictable and uniform manufacturing difficult [5] , [14] , [35] , [53] . In particular, the quality of post-CMP depends on the pattern density of the layer beneath a given dielectric layer.
In the past decade, CMP has emerged as the predominant planarization technique for multilevel metallization processes. However, significant surface-topography variation can still exist for some layout patterns; this impacts depth of focus (DOF) in lithography, which in turn leads to variations in critical dimension (CD) (Fig. 13) . Two other major defects caused by CMP are metal dishing and oxide erosion. In the copper CMP process, metal dishing is defined as the difference between the height of the oxide in the spaces and that of the metal in the trenches. Oxide erosion is defined as the difference between the oxide thickness before and after CMP [65] . In this paper, dishing and erosion refer to metal dishing and oxide erosion, respectively. Fig. 2 shows metal dishing and oxide erosion in copper CMP process. These two phenomena impact the performance of the circuit, since variation in interlayerdielectric (ILD) thickness profile and interconnect height lead to variations in interconnect capacitance and resistance. This variation will increase the timing uncertainty of the circuit; hence, it is crucial to minimize dishing and erosion. However, due to CMP nonidealities, there will always be some amount of dishing and erosion. It is important to model the effect of these variations during parasitic extraction to obtain a more accurate estimation of the circuit performance [52] .
Even though pattern density is the major cause of the CMP defects, there are other factors, such as slurry flow rate and pad-conditioning temperature, that contribute to the amount of dishing and erosion. The slurry acts as a coolant material at the interface of the pad and wafer contact and takes away a significant part of the heat through convective heat transfer [42] , [55] , [56] , [66] . The dissipated heat changes the chemical kinetics and the physical properties of the polishing pad [42] , [55] , [66] . As the amount of dissipated heat increases, the polishing pad tends to become softer, which results in an increase in the area contact at the interface. In addition, pad conditioning has a major impact on the removal rate during the CMP process, as underconditioned pads will lose their surface roughness, which eventually leads into removal-rate reduction [44] (for more details on effects of slurry flow rate and pad-conditioning temperature on metal dishing and dielectric erosion, the reader is encouraged to look into [44] ).
To increase the fabrication-process uniformity and predictability, the layout must be made uniform with respect to a certain density parameter. One solution for designers and manufacturers is to use techniques like CMP fill 1 insertion and slotting to increase and decrease the pattern density [26] . CMP fills are dummy features that do not directly contribute to the functionality of the circuit and can either be grounded or left floating. CMP fill insertion reduces the amount of dishing and erosion by increasing the pattern-density uniformity. However, it is well known that CMP fill insertion can increase the coupling and total interconnect capacitance and, consequently, deteriorate circuit performance [38] , [57] . If not modeled appropriately, this can directly affect yield and time-to-market.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we propose a taxonomy for the CMP fill and review its benefits and tradeoffs in current designs. In Section III, different density-analysis methods are studied. Section IV first discusses characterization and modeling approaches for back-end-of-line (BEOL) CMP processes and then reviews different corresponding fill-synthesis approaches; it reviews both the problem formulations, as well as the solutions. In Section V, we first discuss characterization and modeling techniques for front-end-of-line (FEOL) CMP processes and then discuss the shallow-trench-isolation (STI) fill-insertion problem. Section VI introduces the concept of design-driven fill synthesis, which tries to optimize the fill-insertion technique by reducing its impact on the design performance while satisfying the required density constraints. Section VII gives the summary and discusses the future CMP fill flows.
II. CMP FILL TAXONOMY, BENEFITS, AND TRADEOFFS
As the number of layers increases and linewidths shrink, tolerance for topographical imperfections decreases. This is due to tight DOF variation requirements and high sensitivity of resistance to metal thickness. Despite improvements in CMP technology, layout-pattern sensitivities are significant, causing certain regions to have higher topographies than others, due to differences in underlying densities [59] . CMP-fill-insertion technique is employed by the designers and manufacturers to decrease the metal-density variation [26] . Dummy fills are nonfunctional features that do not directly contribute to the logic implementation and can either be grounded or left floating.
A. Grounded Versus Floating
Traditionally, foundry-supplied design rules have been used by the designers to meet density requirements while not sig- Fig. 3 . Examples of fill pattern [17] .
nificantly increasing the interconnect capacitance. While fillinsertion design rules have sufficed until now, they are overly conservative and arguably at the end of their lifecycle. Specifically, buffer-distance (i.e., no fill shape is less than this distance of any layout feature) rules have been used to limit the impact of fill on total and coupling capacitance. As crosstalk analysis gains importance and interconnect delay increases, both coupling and total capacitance must be accurately modeled. In the absence of reliable fill extraction tools, buffer distance (or keepoff distance) must be increased. Unfortunately, this is not feasible since small density variation may not be achievable if buffer distance is large [30] .
Floating fill, in comparison to grounded fill, offers smaller increase in total capacitance and does not require power/ground routes to the fill geometry. However, floating fill increases coupling capacitance that can lead to signal-integrity issues. In the absence of fast and reliable floating-fill extraction tools, 2 floating fill is cautiously used or not used at all (e.g., in analog circuits). Grounded fill, despite its larger impact on total capacitance and high routing costs that often lead to engineering change orders, is used as a substitute [30] .
B. Impact on RC Parasitics
In this section, we review the impacts of CMP fill on both interconnect resistance and capacitance. CMP fill insertion can change both coupling and total capacitance of interconnect. In addition, metal dishing and dielectric erosion change interconnect cross section and, therefore, affect interconnect resistance. He et al. [18] report an increase of more than 30% in interconnect resistance due to dishing and erosion, while the impact on interconnect capacitance is insignificant. He et al. [19] also propose a wire-sizing approach to lessen the amount of interconnect-resistance variation due to the CMP process. Increased wire size compensates for the increased resistance caused by dishing and erosion and also reduces the effect of the large R eff (i.e., driver-output resistance) variation on delay.
1) CMP Fill Pattern: CMP fill insertion, even as it contributes to layout pattern-density uniformity, increases the coupling and total interconnect capacitance. Therefore, it is important to assess the impact of CMP fill on interconnect capacitance to reduce the uncertainty in circuit-timing calculations. He et al. [17] explore a space of different fill patterns that are equivalent from the foundry perspective (i.e., respecting all the minimum design rules, etc.) and their respective impact on interconnect capacitance. All the fill features are assumed to be rectangular and are aligned horizontally and vertically, as shown in Fig. 3 . Using the notation from [17] , conductors A and B are active interconnects, and the metal shapes between them are CMP fills. Each distinct fill pattern is specified by the following: 1) the number of fill rows (M ) and columns (N ); 2) the series of widths Enumeration of all the possible combinations of the aforementioned parameters is not feasible. Therefore, to restrict the space of exploration, He et al. [17] propose a positivedistribution-characteristic function, denoted as f (k), where k is an integer variable that takes the index of the element in the series. For example, the value of the ith element of the width is calculated as W i = f (i) + W l , where W l is the minimumwidth design rule. Based on the results of the experiments, He et al. [17] propose two guidelines as to what a "good" fill pattern might be among all the possible valid fill-pattern combinations. The criteria for this assessment are based on the impact of the pattern on interconnect capacitance. According to these guidelines: 1) in a fixed-length budget, the number of fill columns should be maximized; and 2) in a fixed-width budget, the number of fill rows should be minimized.
In addition to the parameters covered in the previous experiments, Gupta et al. [15] add four more parameters in its space of exploration. These parameters are metal width, metal height, dielectric constant, and keepoff distance. The trend of the changes in interconnect capacitance was observed for the corresponding parameters. A recent work by Kahng et al. [30] systematically studies the impact of various floating-fill configuration parameters, such as fill size, fill location, interconnect size, separation from interconnect edges, multiple fill columns and rows, etc., on coupling capacitance. On the basis of their studies, Kahng et al. [30] propose certain guidelines for fill insertion to reduce their impact on coupling capacitance while achieving the prescribed metal density. Fig. 4 shows an application of the proposed guidelines for a represented fill/wire configuration. Increase in coupling capacitance is 27%, and 11% when fill is inserted in a regular pattern and with the proposed guidelines, respectively. Kahng et al. [30] report that, on average, 53% reduction in couplingcapacitance increase is achieved through the application of the guidelines for fill insertion.
In addition to the aforementioned guidelines, different fill shapes have been proposed. Fill patterns should be devised such that all long conductors on adjacent layers have identical [29] . In other words, the fill pattern should not consist of regular grid geometries but, instead, have some internal offsets that "skew" the pattern.
Among the aforementioned patterns, "staggered" is more favorable due to its impact on microloading. Microloading is the relation between local-etch rate and pattern density. Staggered fill pattern tends to make the fluid dynamics more uniform and, hence, reduce the competition for etch reactants leading to a more uniform etch rate. In addition, reflectance from the underlying layer of metal is a source of flare and, in general, causes lithographic variation. This provides a similar rationale for staggering as the goal of uniform coupling of fill to conductors on adjacent layers.
Fill today is hardly "rectangular." There is a wide range of fill shapes, often inserted by multipass heuristics (e.g., litho protection "track fill," then large rectangles, then medium rectangles, then small rectangles). Fill shapes are distinguished by whether they require optical-proximity correction (OPC) or no OPC; typically, any fill shape within 0.3 µm of a functional wire may be a candidate for OPC treatment; remaining fill shapes can be "raw." Another reason that fill shapes are nonrectangular in practice is that large default shapes must often be subjected to "cutouts" due to actual layout features. For example, the end of a 0.2-µm-wide wire, with a fill-to-wire keepoff distance of 0.3 µm, will create a 0.8-µm notch in the fill shape. Hung [25] also presented diamond CMP fill patterns to reduce the effective coupling capacitance. The diamond fill features are square shapes, which are oriented at 45
• from the metal lines, as shown in Fig. 6 .
In addition to the aforementioned rectangular patterns, Nelson [46] proposes the use of plus-sign-shaped fill features (Fig. 7) . Plus-sign fill patterns fill approximately as effectively as the square patterns but have significantly less capacitive impact, particularly intralayer.
2) CMP Fill and Interconnect Capacitance: CMP fill features, despite their role in uniforming layout pattern density, have a significant impact on coupling and total interconnect capacitance. There is a body of work that addresses different issues regarding the estimation or optimization of the capacitance impact of the CMP fill.
Park et al. [49] briefly describe a model-library-based approach to extract floating fill. Results demonstrating the accuracy of the approach and characterization time are, however, not presented. Lee et al. [40] present a methodology for fullchip extraction of total capacitance in the presence of floating fill and [39] extended their analysis. Their approach adjusts the permittivity and sidewall thickness of dielectric to account for the capacitance increase due to fill. According to Kurokawa et al. [34] , the capacitance of a configuration is directly proportional to the charge accumulated on one of the electrodes (Q = CV ). The charge density on an electrode depends on the electric field close to the electrode (E = σ/A). Therefore, the electric field close to an electrode determines the capacitance of a configuration. When a floating plate of thickness t (t < d) and the same size as the conductor plates is inserted in the space between the conductors, the capacitance increases to εA/(d − t), where d is the distance between the conductor plates.
In addition, Batterywala et al. [2] propose an extraction methodology, where fills are eliminated one by one using a graph-based random-walk algorithm while updating the coupling capacitances. In this method, a network of capacitors is collapsed into the equivalent capacitance between two nets. In addition, Yu et al. [70] propose enhancements to the current-field solvers by taking into account floating fills and their conditions in the direct-boundary-element equations. The basic idea in their approach is to add additional equations about the floating-CMP fill features to generate a solvable system of linear equations. In the conventional approach, the field solver is called as many times as the number of conductors and floating fill features, whereas in the proposed method, the field solver is only called as many times as the number of conductors. Hence, the proposed method significantly reduces the computation runtime of the field-solving process as compared to traditional methods. Chang et al. [6] present a charge-based capacitancemeasurement methodology to analyze the impact of fills. Recently, Kim et al. [32] propose guidelines that simplify the development of compact analytical models for capacitance increments. Their capacitance-increment models are a function of density, design rules, metal thickness, and the amount of CMP fill in the neighboring layers. Based on the experimental results, these models are very fast and accurate as compared to current methods built into parasitic extractors. Kurokawa et al. [33] propose three techniques of fill insertion in order to reduce the interconnect capacitance and the number of fills inserted. It also provides an estimation of the required number of fill geometries for each of the proposed techniques. However, it fails to report the accuracy and reliability of the methods and estimations for densities greater than 30%. Finally, to reduce the inaccuracies in floating fill capacitance extraction, Kahng et al. [72] propose a set of design of experiments (DOE), which will be used in addition to what is available in the extraction tools for regular interconnects and grounded fills. The proposed DOE, enables extensive analyses of the CMP fill impacts on coupling capacitance.
C. Data-Volume Considerations
Post-CMP planarization quality depends on the density of the features in the layer beneath. The surface of a particular layer will not be flat unless the layout geometries in the previous layer of material exhibit uniform spatial density, i.e., every "window" of given size in the chip layout contains roughly the same total area of copper wiring. Therefore, millions of "CMP fill" features (typically, small squares on a regular grid) are introduced into sparse regions of the layout to equalize the spatial density, as shown in Fig. 8 . The disadvantage is that the layout-data-file size is dramatically increased. A small layout data file is desired to quickly transmit the chip design to the manufacturing process. Kahng et al. [24] propose several heuristic algorithms with the general outline, as shown in Algorithm 1. The terminology used is summarized in Table I . A layout containing CMP fill features can be expressed as a binary (0-1) matrix.
3 CMP fill compression takes as input an m × n binary matrix B and outputs compressed items (D's, R's, I, etc.) with total size h. The objective of fill compression is to minimize h. The compression ratio is defined as r = mn/h. Kahng et al. [24] develop a number of compression heuristics based on Joint Bilevel Image Processing Group methods [20] , [22] , [23] . The algorithms can be lossless when fill must appear exactly as specified or lossy when a "close" approximation of the fillpattern suffices. Different loss tolerances can be applied according to the application context. Lossy-compression algorithms allow both proportional loss, a prescribed upper bound on the fraction of ones in a single data block which may be changed to zeros, and fixed loss, a prescribed upper bound on the absolute number of ones in a single data block which may be changed to zeros. In the former context, for a given data block D, most w(D) = k · s(D) of its ones can be changed to zeros.
Algorithm 1 (General compression scheme):
(a) generate a cover C for data blocks D (every D must match, modulo possible loss, a cover block C ∈ C), and (b) replace B with lossy matrix B by replacing each data block D with its matching cover block C.
3) Perform lossless compression on B.
Data-volume reduction is also achieved by, e.g., multipass fill that inserts large arrayed shapes first, then "fills in the cracks" with smaller shapes, etc. The OASIS data standard [11] facilitates data-volume reduction by proving compression operators that are specifically targeted at compression of "tilted" or staggered fill patterns.
III. LAYOUT DENSITY-ANALYSIS METHODS
Traditionally, only foundries have performed the postprocessing needed to achieve pattern-density uniformity using insertion "filling" or partial deletion "slotting" of features in the layout [26] . However, layout pattern density must be calculated prior to addressing the filling or slotting problem. Regions that are violating the lower and upper area density bounds are identified using density-analysis methods.
A. Fixed Dissection Versus Continuous
To verify (or enforce) upper and lower density bounds for w × w windows, a very practical method is to check (or enforce) these constraints only for w × w windows of a fixed dissection of the layout into (w/r) × (w/r) tiles, i.e., the set of windows having top-left corners at points Fig. 9 . Here, r is an integer divisor of w.
To analyze all the eligible w × w windows takes a significant amount of time, while the analysis of fixed dissections can be done much faster. Simply, an array of (n/w) × (n/w) counters will be associated with all the dissection windows, and then for each rectangle R, the counters of windows intersecting R will be incremented by the area of intersection. In general, the aforementioned procedure must be repeated r 2 times to check all the (r · (n/w)) 2 windows [26] . Today's standard fill approaches verify density constraints only for windows in a "fixed dissection" of the layout region (e.g., 100-µm windows shifted by multiples of 50 µm). Unfortunately, density constraints can be violated by other 100-µm windows within the layout. The discrepancy between "fixed dissection" and "continuous" density control is exactly characterized in the following two theorems [29] .
Theorem 1: Suppose all (w/r) × (w/r) fixed r-dissection tiles with bottom-left corners at points (i · (w/r), j · (w/r)), i, j = 0, 1, . . . , r((n/w) − 1), have an area density of at least L and at most U . Then, the exact lower bound on the area density of w × w windows equals 2 ) and at most U + (1/r) − (1/4r 2 ), and these bounds are tight.
In follow-up to Theorem 2, Lin [43] meticulously partitioned the general case into subcases and found better bounds for some of them, leaving the global bound the same. From a mathematical standpoint, Lin [43] made a reasonable analysis of subcases although incorrectly claimed that the [29] bound was not tight. From the engineering point of view, it is not clear if one needs such analysis at all.
In a recent work, Xiang et al. [68] propose a fast exact algorithm for density calculation. In their work, they first present the traditional fixed-dissection method limitation. Then, using a series of data preprocessing and efficient data structures, they propose a fast algorithm, on the basis of fixed-dissection method, for density calculation.
B. Multiwindow and Multilayer Density Analysis
Even though the fixed-dissection analysis can be performed quickly, it can underestimate the maximum floating-window density worst case. 4 Kahng et al. [28] propose a new multilevel density-analysis approach which, as opposed to the techniques presented in [26] and [27] , has the efficiency of the fixeddissection analysis without sacrificing the accuracy for the floating-window worst case analysis. The multilevel density analysis is based on the following simple observation.
Observation: Given a fixed r-dissection, any arbitrary floating w × w window will contain some shrunk w(1 − 1/r) × w(1 − 1/r) window of the fixed r-dissection and will be contained in some bloated w(1 + 1/r) × w(1 + 1/r) window of the fixed r-dissection, as shown in Fig. 10 .
The first implication of the aforementioned observation is that the floating-window area can be upper bounded by the area of bloated windows and lower bounded by the area of shrunk windows. A fixed r-dissection regime can be recursively subdivided into smaller dissections until the number of tiles in each dissection is small. Then, the floating density analysis can be applied without significant runtime complexity. In addition, the recursion can be terminated once the floating density analysis is within some user-defined criteria, for example, ε = 1% [28] . 
IV. BEOL CMP FILL

A. BEOL CMP Characterization and Modeling
1) Oxide CMP:
Pattern density is a significant contributor to oxide-CMP-process quality. The Preston equation shows that the material-removal rate is a linear function of the pressure, which is affected by the pattern density at the interface between polishing pad and wafer. However, pattern-density calculation is not trivial. In fact, the effective density at a particular point on the die depends on the size of the neighboring area over which density is averaged. The weighting function is also a major factor since it captures the influence of the surrounding area on the local pressure.
Modeling of CMP for oxide planarization is reduced to accurately calculate the local pressure and, hence, the patterndensity distribution across every die [47] . As described in the previous section, there are several models that have been proposed to account for pattern effects in CMP, but their applicability has been limited.
The basic model in [47] is based on the work by Stine et al. [58] . In this model, the ILD thickness z at location (x, y) is calculated as
The constant K is the blanket wafer-removal rate (i.e., where the density is 100%). The important element of this model is the determination of the effective initial pattern density ρ 0 (x, y). Fig. 11 defines the terms used in (1).
In (1), when t < (ρ 0 z 1 )/K, the local step height has not been completely removed. However, when features are planarized for a long enough time (t > (ρ 0 z 1 )/K), the local step height is completely removed and a linear relationship between pattern density and ILD thickness exists [58] .
The planarization length, which captures pad deformation during the CMP process, determines the amount in which neighboring features affect pattern density at a spatial location on the die. Thickness profile of any arbitrary mask pattern, under the same process conditions, can be determined using the effective local density and an analytic thickness model. This reduces the characterization step into a single phase where only the planarization length of the process is determined. Planarization length is also a useful metric in oxide-CMPprocess optimization since it reduces the investigation of the entire die to smaller regimes according to the planarization length [47] .
Ouma [47] proposes a characterization methodology for oxide-CMP processes that includes the following: 1) the use of an elliptic pattern-density-weighting function which has better correspondence to the polish-pad deformation; 2) a three-step effective pattern-calculation scheme, which uses fast Fourier transforms for computational efficiency; and 3) the use of layout masks with step densities which facilitate the determination of the characteristic length (defined as the planarization length) of the elliptic function by introducing large abrupt post-CMPthickness variations.
2) Copper CMP: Unlike oxide CMP which only involves the removal of oxide material, the copper CMP involves simultaneous polishing of three materials: copper, dielectric (oxide), and barrier. Barrier is a very thin layer (Tan, Ti, etc.) that prevents the copper from diffusing into the dielectric. The goal in copper CMP is to remove the excess copper (also called overburden copper) and to polish the barrier on top of the dielectric regions, isolating the adjacent interconnect lines. This is required to prevent electrical connection between adjacent interconnect lines. Due to the heterogeneous nature of copper CMP, a specific set of process parameters, as well as a consumable set, are required to achieve the particular removal rate for each corresponding material [64] .
The goal in copper CMP is to remove the excess copper and the unwanted barrier layer. Ideally, this process should be fast without incurring extra dishing, erosion, or other defects. Due to heterogeneous nature of copper CMP, different materials are polished simultaneously. Initially only overburden copper is polished, followed by the polishing of both copper and barrier film. Finally, copper, barrier, and dielectric are polished at the same time. As stated in [64] , to model a copper-CMP process, three stages of polish are identified: excess-copper removal, barrier-film removal, and overpolish stage, as shown in Fig. 12 . In the excess-copper-removal stage, the evolution of the copper-thickness profile across the chip and the time it takes to remove the excess copper are of interest. The time to polish the overburden copper varies across the die depending on the pattern density at the location of interest.
In the second stage, copper and barrier film are polished simultaneously. The time to clear the barrier film, as well as the dishing that results when barrier is removed at any location on the die, are of interest. Due to process and deposited-copper-thickness variations across the wafer and different pattern densities across the die, the removal rates of the three materials (copper, barrier, and dielectric) are different. This difference in removal rates results in different polish times across the wafer for each stage. For example, by the time the excess copper and barrier are cleared at a point on the die, they might have already been cleared at another point. Hence, some points on the die are overpolished. In copper CMP, overpolishing is defined as polishing beyond the time it takes to remove the overburden copper and barrier at any spatial location. During the overpolishing stage, the dielectric is eroded [64] .
In addition, the dishing that might have started during the barrier-clearing stage can worsen during overpolishing. This overpolishing is identified as the third intrinsic stage in the copper-CMP process. The dishing and erosion that occur during this stage are of interest. In computing the amount of dishing during the overpolish stage, the dishing that occurs during the barrier-clearing stage is used as an initial condition. It is important to note that the term overpolishing is used loosely in the CMP literature, and in the CMP industry [64] . [27] propose the first minvariation formulation using an LP approach. In a fixed r-dissection regime, for any given tile T = T ij , i, j = 1, . . . , (nr/w), the total feature area inside T and the maximum fill amount that can be placed within T without violating the density upper bound U in any window containing T are denoted as area(T ) and slack(T ), respectively. The following is the filling problem as described in [27] .
Filling Problem for Fixed r-Dissection: Suppose a fixed r-dissection of the layout with tiles of size (w/r) × (w/r), as well as an area(T ) and slack(T ) for each tile in the dissection. Then, for each tile T ij , the total fill-pattern area p ij = p(T ij ) to be added to T ij must satisfy
for any fixed-dissection w × w-window W . Then, the min-variation formulation seeks to maximize the minimum window density
The LP approach seeks the optimum fill area p(T ij ) to be inserted into each tile T ij . Recall that the fill area p(T ij ) cannot exceed slack(T ij ), which is the area available for filling inside the tile T ij computed during density analysis. The auxiliary variable M is the lower bound on all window densities. The first LP for the min-variation objective [27] , [29] is
An important step in the aforementioned LP approach is to determine slack values. To calculate the total area of all the possible overlapping rectangles, the approach of "measure of union of rectangles" sweep-line-based technique [51] has been used. In a follow-up work, Tian et al. [62] proposed the following min-fill LP formulation:
Tian et al. [62] incorporate the elliptical weighting function in the planarization model of Ouma [47] , which has better correspondence to the pad deformation. In addition, the CMP process is modeled as a low-pass filter through which the local pattern density not only contributes to immediate but also shortrange ILD thickness within the weighting region. Tian et al. [62] also observe that manufacturability does not require the extreme min-variation formulation, i.e., given a target-window density M , a variability budget ε can be minimized Minimize : ε subject to :
The aforementioned formulation is an example of the minfill formulation where the manufacturability is guaranteed by the constraints, and the total amount of CMP fill inserted is minimized by the objective. In addition to the LP approaches, Chen et al. [10] introduce the Monte Carlo method for min-variation objective. In the Monte Carlo approach, a tile is chosen randomly and its content is incremented with a predetermined fill amount. Tiles are chosen based on their priority, which is the probability of choosing a particular tile T ij . The priority of a tile T ij is zero if and only if either T ij belongs to a window which has already achieved the density upper bound U or the slack of T ij is equal to the already-inserted fill area. As described in [10] , the priority of a tile T ij is chosen to be proportional to U − MinWin(T ij ), where MinWin(T ij ) is the minimum density over windows containing the tile T ij . The only drawback of the Monte Carlo method is that it may insert an excessive amount of total fill.
A variant of the Monte Carlo approach is the greedy algorithm. At each step, the min-variation greedy algorithm adds the maximum possible amount of fill into a tile with the highest priority which causes the priority of that particular tile to become zero.
In the presence of two objectives, namely, min-variation and min-fill, the intuitive approach would be to first find a solution that optimizes one of the objectives then modify the solution with respect to the other objective. The min-fill objective tries to delete as much of the previously inserted fill as possible while maintaining the density criteria. Min-variation and min-fill can be thought of as objectives for manufacturability and design, respectively.
To optimize the min-fill objective with the Monte Carlo approach, a fill geometry from a tile randomly chosen according to a particular priority is iteratively deleted. Priorities are chosen symmetrical to the priority in the min-variation Monte Carlo algorithm, i.e., proportional to MinWin(T ij ) − L. Again, symmetrically, no filling geometry can be deleted from the tile T ij (i.e., T ij is locked) if and only if it either has zero priority or else all fill previously inserted into T ij have been deleted. Thus, the min-fill Monte Carlo algorithm deletes fill geometries from unlocked tiles, which are randomly chosen according to the aforementioned priority scheme. Similarly, the min-fill greedy algorithm iteratively deletes a filling geometry from an unlocked tile with the current highest priority.
A variant of the Monte Carlo approach is the deterministic greedy algorithm where, at each step, the greedy min-variation algorithm adds the maximum possible amount of fill into a tile with the highest priority. The runtime for this approach is slightly higher than Monte Carlo because of finding the highest priority tile rather than random ones [8] .
2) Iterated Monte Carlo and Hierarchical Methods: Both Monte Carlo and greedy approaches are suboptimal for the minvariation objective resulting in a minimum window density that may be significantly lower than the optimum. Chen et al. [8] propose a new iterative technique, alternating between the minvariation and min-fill objectives, to narrow the gap between the upper window density bound U and the minimum window density bound L. As described in [8] , the iterated Monte Carlo and greedy filling algorithms are modified as follows: 1) Interrupt the filling process as soon as the lower bound L on window density is reached, i.e., when M = L, instead of improving the minimum window density (while possible) for the minvariation objective. 2) Continue iterating but without changing the lower density bound M = L. An improved solution can typically be obtained by keeping track of the best solution observed over all iterations. All the filling methods aforementioned were proposed for flat designs. However, the filling problem for hierarchical (standard cell) layouts is similar to the problem for flat layouts. The constraints for the hierarchical filling problem [9] are as follows. The proposed method by Chen et al. [9] first computes the slack value for all the master cells (i.e., the original copy of the cell within the library and not an individual instance). Then, a keepoff distance around master cells is created to avoid overfilling the regions near master-cell boundaries. Then, master cells are filled using a Monte Carlo method where master cells that are more underfilled are assigned a higher priority. This process is continued until either all the master cells are filled above their minimum density lower bound or the slack in the underfilled master cells becomes zero.
However, due to overlaps between different instances of master cells and features or the interactions among the "bloat" regions in the vicinity of the master cells, pure hierarchical filling may result in some sparse or unfilled regions. This could result in high-layout-density variation. An intuitive solution would be to apply a postprocessing phase, i.e., apply a standard flat-fill approach. However, this will greatly increase the resultant data volume and runtime and diminish the benefit of the hierarchical approach. Chen et al. [9] propose a three-phase hybrid hierarchical flat-filling approach as follows: 1) a purely hierarchical phase; 2) a split-hierarchical phase, where certain master cells that were considered underfilled in phase 1) would be replicated so that distinct copies of a master cell may be filled differently than other copies of the same master cell; 3) a flat-fill "cleanup" phase (i.e., LP, Monte Carlo, etc.), which will fill any remaining sparse or underfilled regions which were not satisfactorily processed during the first two phases.
3) Timing-Driven Fill Synthesis:
One of the largest concerns in fill synthesis, apart from meeting the CMP-design rules, is the impact of fill insertion on the interconnect capacitance. An excessive increase in wire capacitance can cause a net to violate its setup-timing constraint. A large value for keepoff distance (i.e., minimum distance from fill to wire) reduces the impact but it erodes into available areas to insert fills and sometimes makes it impossible to meet the minimumdensity constraint. Chen et al. [7] propose the first formulation of the performance-impact-limited-fill (PIL-Fill) problem with the objective of either minimizing total-delay impact or maximizing the minimum slack of all nets, subject to a given predetermined amount of fill. They also developed simple capacitance models to be used in their delay calculations. The PIL-Fill synthesis formulation has two objectives: 1) minimizing layout-density variation and 2) minimizing the CMP fill features' impact on circuit performance (e.g., signal delay and timing slack). Since it is difficult to satisfy both objectives simultaneously, practical approaches tend to optimize one objective while transforming the other into constraints. Using the terminology in [7] , the two problem formulations proposed are as follows (note that these formulations are for fixed-dissection regimes). 1) Given tile T , a prescribed amount of fill is to be added into T , a size for each fill feature, a set of slack sites (i.e., sites available for fill insertion) in T per the design rules for floating square fill, and the direction of current flow and the per-unit length resistance for each interconnect segment in T ; insert fill features into T such that total impact on delay is minimized. 2) Given a fixed-dissection routed layout and the design rule for floating-square fill features, insert a predetermined amount of fill in each tile such that the minimum slack over all nets in the layout is maximized.
The first formulation corresponds to minimum delay with fill-constrained formulation, while the second one is the maximum min-slack with fill-constrained formulation. A weakness with the first formulation is that it minimizes the total-delay impact independently for each tile. Hence, the impact due to fill features on signal delay of the complete timing path is not considered. The second formulation, therefore, has been proposed to alleviate this problem by maximizing the minimum slack of all nets, subject to a constraint of inserting a predetermined amount of fill in every tile of the layout. Chen et al. [7] propose two integer LP methods and a greedy approach for the minimum delay and maximum min-slack formulations, respectively. However, the capacitance models used in delay calculations are not accurate, as they do not consider the presence of fill features on the neighboring layers. This incurs inaccuracy in the estimated capacitance values and eventually causes uncertainty in the timing analysis. In addition, they do not account for signal-flow direction which causes layout nonuniformity (i.e., as fills are pushed to the receiver edge, the driver edge becomes less dense).
In a recent work, Topolaglu [71] proposes a CMP fill synthesis framework which uses coupling-aware fill insertion guidelines to reduce the impact of CMP fill shapes on the design's performance. In another work, Xiang et al. [67] propose a coupling-aware constrained CMP-fill analysis algorithm which identifies feasible locations for fill features such that the fill-induced coupling capacitance can be bounded within the given coupling threshold of each wire segment. The algo- rithm also utilizes ground capacitance for more robustness and predictability.
4) Multipurpose Fill Synthesis:
In this section, we review two other fill-synthesis techniques that satisfy nontraditional objectives: wafer topography and IR-drop reduction.
Wafer Topography: DOF is the major contributor to lithographic-process margin. One of the major causes of focus variation is imperfect planarization of fabrication layers. Currently, OPC methods are oblivious to the predictable nature of focus variation arising from wafer topography. As a result, designers suffer from manufacturing-yield loss, as well as loss of design quality through unnecessary guardbanding. Fig. 13 shows how post-CMP-thickness variation results in loss of CD control. Fig. 13(a) shows how post-CMP thickness in copperoxide polishing will predictably change with the region pattern density. The DOF variation corresponding to the thickness variation severely affects metal patterning of the subsequent upper layer, as shown in Fig. 13(b) . In this figure, t 1 and t 2 are post-CMP-thickness variations over dense and sparse regions, respectively. Hence, to minimize the impact of patterndependent effects of the CMP process, the OPC methods should be aware of the post-CMP topography to assign appropriate defocus value for all the features with the same topography. In a recent work, Gupta et al. [16] propose a flow and methodology to drive OPC with a topography map of the layout that is generated by CMP simulation. The experimental results showed that the proposed topography-aware OPC can yield up to 67% reduction in edge-placement errors at the cost of little increase in mask cost. a) IR-Drop: An increasing challenge in 90-nm (and beyond) designs is the increase in IR-drop. The tolerance for IR-drop is becoming smaller as the voltage source scales. If the wire resistance is too large or the cell current is too high, a significant voltage drop may occur, leading to timingdegradation or signal-integrity issues. In the worst case, the voltage drop may be large enough that transistors fail to switch correctly, resulting in catastrophic chip failure. In his work, Leung [41] addresses these issues by utilizing CMP fill to simultaneously satisfy metal-density requirements and reduce IR-drop of the power network. According to the experimental results, the proposed method achieves an average IR-drop reduction of 62.2%.
C. Model-Based Fill Synthesis
Methods for fill insertion can be categorized into two groups: rule-and model-based. Rule-based fill synthesis is based on concepts such as density or keepoff distance rules, which are applied to wiring segments that have less than certain threshold amounts of timing slack. Model-based fill-insertion approach is based on analytical expressions that define the relationship between local pattern density and ILD thickness. Fig. 14 shows possible rule-and model-based fill-insertion approaches. In addition, model-based fill synthesis, on the other hand, would use CMP models to identify regions where planarity is important (next to heavily loaded critical segments and belowcritical segments). The model-based approach has implicit tight coupling to a timer and models the impact of fill on coupling capacitance.
The model-based fill-insertion approach, given a CMPprocess model, is to find the amount and the location of the fill features to be inserted in the layout so that certain electricaland physical-design rules are preserved and certain post-CMPtopography variation is met. Tian et al. [61] propose a two-step solution with consideration of both single-and multiple-layer layouts in the fixed-dissection regime. The first step uses LP to compute the necessary amount of fill to be inserted in each of the dissection's tiles. In the second step, the amount of fill calculated by the first step will be placed into each tile such that certain local properties (i.e., electrical, physical, etc.) are preserved. Experimental results with the single-layer formulation (i.e., the cumulative variation of underlying layers is ignored) show reduction of post-CMP-topography variation from 767 to 152 Å.
V. FEOL CMP FILL
A. STI CMP Characterization and Modeling
STI is the isolation technique of choice in CMOS technologies. In STI, trenches are etched in silicon substrate and filled with silicon dioxide to electrically separate active devices [31] . The previously used isolation technique, local oxidation of silicon, suffers from lateral growth, which causes the isolation region to widen beyond the etched spaces. This lowers the integration density. It also complicates device fabrication and introduces device-functionality problems, such as high parasitic capacitances [47] .
As described by Lee [36] , the typical STI-process flow initially involves growing a thin pad oxide and then depositing a blanket nitride film on a raw silicon wafer. The isolation trenches are etched such that the desired trench depth (i.e., depth from silicon surface) is achieved. The CMP process is used to polish off the overburden dielectric down to the underlying nitride, where the nitride serves as a polishing stop layer. After CMP, the nitride layer is then removed via etch, resulting in active areas surrounded by field trenches. A typical STI-process flow is shown in Fig. 15 .
Lee [36] identifies two major phases in the STI CMP process. The first phase is the polish of overburden oxide. The second phase is the overpolish into the nitride layer. The second phase is due to the different pattern densities across the die, e.g., CMP Fig. 15 . Typical STI process [36] . Fig. 16 . Removal-rate diagrams for STI CMP polish (oxide overburden phase) [36] .
pad contacts the nitride layer at different locations at different times. The first phase can be further broken down into two subphases. The first subphase happens between the start of the polish and before the CMP pad contacts the down areas (i.e., areas with lower height than their surroundings). The second subphase occurs from the time CMP pad contacts the down areas until the up-area overburden oxide has been completely cleared to nitride.
The first subphase has a homogeneous nature in that only one material is being polished at each moment. Lee [36] uses a removal-rate diagram to represent the polish of a single material. In this analysis, the assumption is that the initial starting point is a spatial location on the dielectric layer with a fixed step height. The feature densities for each point vary depending on the location on the die. Thus, any spatial location with a fixed effective pattern density can be expressed using a removal-rate diagram. Fig. 16 shows the removal-rate diagram for phase one. For a significantly large step height, the CMP pad only contacts the up areas, and the down-area removal rate is zero. This is the first subphase denoted as Phase 1A, as shown in the figure. The up areas polish at a patterned removal rate K/ρ, as shown in Fig. 17 . Removal rate versus pressure, for oxide and nitride [36] .
the removal-rate diagram. As CMP process progresses, the step height reduces, and eventually, the polishing pad contacts the down areas. This is when the second subphase starts, which is denoted as Phase 1B in the figure. The up and down removal rates linearly approach each other until the step height is zero; after which, the entire oxide film is polished at the blanket oxide-removal rate K [36] .
Due to the heterogeneous nature of the second STI CMP phase, a different removal diagram is used to express the polish of the two separate materials of silicon dioxide and silicon nitride. Fig. 17 shows the two removal-rate-versus-pressure curves for nitride and oxide. Assuming a Prestonian relationship, these are linear curves [36] .
Dishing and erosion equations can be derived from the amount removal equations. These equations are more useful since it is the dishing and erosion phenomenon that is of most interest in STI CMP. The dishing and erosion equations are also more useful because they isolate key model parameters, making simpler equations from which to extract out model parameters. Dishing is simply the step height as a function of time, and the erosion can be computed as the amount of nitride removed. Therefore, dishing and erosion can be fully specified and predicted if the Phase 1 and Phase 2 STI CMP model parameters are known. These model parameters are characteristic of a given CMP process (tool, consumable set, etc.), and the model equations can be used to predict dishing and erosion on wafers patterned with arbitrary layouts that are subjected to a specific characterized CMP process [36] . In the next section, density-analysis methods are introduced. In order to assess the post-CMP effect, the pattern-density parameter must be computed.
B. STI CMP Fill Synthesis
There are three types of failures due to STI CMP. First, the CMP process may fail to completely remove the excess oxide. If the overburden oxide is not completely removed, it will prevent the stripping of the underlying nitride, resulting in a circuit failure. Second, even if CMP does remove the excess oxide completely, it may cause erosion of the underlying nitride, which exposes the underlying active devices and causes device failure. Finally, CMP may remove an excessive amount of oxide within the trenches, causing oxide dishing [4] ; this results in poor isolation. These failures, due to the CMP process, are shown in Fig. 18 . Traditionally, CMP imperfections have been mitigated by either REB or fill insertion. However, the etchback process incurs extra processing cost (i.e., mask cost Fig. 18 . Three main defects caused by STI CMP process [31] . and throughput loss) and, hence, is not economically attractive. Fill insertion for STI is the alternative and involves the addition of dummy nitride features to increase the nitride (and, hence, oxide) density.
Hence, the primary goal of fill insertion is to maximally reduce causes for the three key-manufacturing failures due to imperfect CMP. The second goal would be to control STIinduced stress, a significant component of which is unmodeled due to the size of STI wells. STI stress is due to the following: 1) size of diffusion regions and 2) size of the STI well isolating the diffusion region. Stress due to diffusion size is already included in today's SPICE models. However, stress due to the STI-well size is not modeled and can be a significant source of variation [31] . Typical power/performance characterization considers wells of smallest or largest size for the best and worst case analysis. However, when nitride density is higher, then devices get smaller STI wells around them which reduces the difference between these estimates. Hence, it improves the power/performance predictability of the devices [31] .
Postplanarization topography in STI CMP depends on the overburden-oxide density, which is affected by the underlying nitride density. Due to the high-density-plasma process, which is widely used for oxide deposition, the oxide is deposited with slanted sidewalls. Hence, features on the oxide layer are a shrunk version of the nitride features [3] , [48] , [69] . For example, a square feature on the nitride layer with sides of 5x could correspond to a square with sides of 3x when deposited on the oxide layer-i.e., each edge is brought in by distance x. In this scenario, features with sides less than 2x will not appear on the oxide layer. Therefore, cleverly chosen fill shapes and sizes can be used to simultaneously control the pattern densities on both the nitride and oxide layers.
Failure to completely remove the overburden oxide is the main cause of failure in the oxide-CMP process. This phenomenon happens over regions where oxide density is higher than average. In higher density regions, the CMP-pad pressure is reduced, and hence, the removal rate is less than that of the regions with lower density [47] . Oxide dishing and nitride erosion can be significantly reduced by increasing the nitride density. In fact, since nitride is used as a polish stop, higher nitride density makes the detection of the nitride more accurate. Based on the aforementioned analyses, Kahng et al. [31] propose a new fillinsertion methodology for STI CMP processes. They give the following prioritization of fill-insertion objectives: 1) minimize oxide-density variation and 2) maximize nitride density. A bicriteria formulation is introduced in [31] .
Given:
1) a set of rectilinear nitride regions contributed by the devices in the design; 2) parameter α by which nitride features shrink on each side to give oxide features; 3) design rules: minimum nitride width, maximum nitride width, minimum nitride space and notch, minimum nitride area, minimum enclosed area by nitride.
Find:
1) locations for fill insertion. Such that:
1) Oxide density variation is minimized.
2) Nitride density is maximized. For the first objective, Kahng et al. [31] use the same LP formulation proposed in [29] (see Section IV-B). The fill slack in the STI method is the maximum oxide density due to fill insertion, and the maximum oxide-density contribution is made by maximum fill insertion on the nitride layer. Using the terminology of [31] , the maximum fill region, the union of all regions where fill can be inserted subject to design-rule constraints, is denoted by Nitride max and its density is denoted as |Nitride max |. Maximum oxide density can be achieved by shrinking Nitride max by x on all sides for any polygon. In addition, |Oxide max | is used to denote the oxide density due to Nitride max , and it is the highest oxide density achievable by fill insertion. To solve the second objective, Kahng et al. [31] first consider the following cases of |Oxide target |.
This is the trivial case. Fill is inserted at Nitride max to attain oxide density of |Oxide max | and nitride density of |Nitride max |. The maximum-nitridesize design rule is typically over 100 µm, which is significantly larger than typical lengths of polygons in Nitride max . Therefore, the maximum nitride-size design rule for computing Nitride max can be ignored; any designrule-check (DRC) violations are fixed postfill. Case |Oxide target | = 0. Due to the nature of the problem, there is no need to increase the oxide density of most tiles, and this case is very frequent. For this case, nitride fill features that do not contribute to the oxide density must be inserted. Fill rectangles that have one side smaller than 2α do not contribute to the oxide density due to shrinkage by α on each side. Unfortunately, rectangular fill features are suboptimal in offering the highest nitride density. To have zero oxide density, all points on inserted fill shapes must be within a distance α from the nearest edge of the shape. General Case 0 < |Oxide target | < |Oxide max |. Due to the nature of the LP solution [27] , tiles which require density increase get an |Oxide target | = |Oxide max |, and this case is very infrequent. Hence, first, fill insertion is performed in Nitride max , and then, holes of minimum size are created since they offer high nitride density with zero or small oxide density. Fig. 19 shows a small section of OpenRisc8. Fig. 19(a) is the unfilled layout with nitride in the shaded rectilinear regions and trenches everywhere else. The same section after tiling-based fill insertion (fill size = 0.5 µ, fill spacing = 0.5 µ) performed Fig. 19 . Layout with fill inserted using tiling-based method and with the proposed method. Unfilled layout, layout with tile-based fill inserted, and layout with fill inserted with the proposed method are shown. Fill is shown in gray and the shaded regions represent nitride due to CMOS devices (i.e., diffusion regions) [31] .
with Mentor Calibre v9.3_5.9 is shown in Fig. 19(b) . Fill regions are illustrated in gray. In Fig. 19(c) , the same section with fill insertion performed with the proposed methodology is shown. As is evident, nitride density is substantially higher with the proposed fill approach. Holes created in fill regions to control the oxide density are also visible.
Experimental results show that using the proposed method, oxide-density variation is reduced by 63% and minimum nitride density is increased by 79% as compared to typical tilingbased fill-insertion practices. In addition, post-CMP topography becomes more uniform: maximum final step height decreases by 9% with a 17% increase in the planarization window (i.e., process window for duration of CMP application) [31] .
Tian et al. [60] propose a model-based STI fill-insertion methodology by deriving a time-dependent relation between post-CMP topography and layout pattern density for CMP in STI. Based on their derivations, they used a non-LP formulation for the CMP-fill insertion. The assumption in the derivation of the CMP model for STI is that the profile of oxide deposited is conformal to the underlying trench profile and side walls of both the oxide deposited and underlying trenches are straight. In addition, CMP-fill features in the method by Tian et al. [60] are limited to square shapes, whereas in [31] , they can take up any rectilinear shapes.
VI. DESIGN-DRIVEN FILL SYNTHESIS
As the industry moves into the 65-nm node and beyond, traditional fill-synthesis methods reach their limits of usefulness. One indication of this is the emergence of "recommended rules," e.g., "it is better to have a small difference between the density values of adjacent windows" (a smoothness objective), or "it is better to maximize the overlap of fill shapes on adjacent layers to enable dummy via insertion" (since dummy vias enhance low-k dielectric-material stability). The impact of fill synthesis on parasitics and timing also continues to be a key concern for the designer. It is increasingly difficult for a DRC platform to obtain an optimal design-driven fillsynthesis solution that meets all basic CMP design rules and as many recommended rules as possible while minimizing impact on timing. With this in mind, we now sketch the capabilities of more sophisticated "design-driven" fill syntheses. Such techniques can potentially reduce engineering effort while enhancing manufacturability through increased process and design latitudes. Design-driven fill embodies such features as the following. 1) Global optimization: Typical foundry rules specify upper and lower bounds on density in windows of the layout region. These windows are "stepped" to improve density uniformity, e.g., a Calibre deck might verify density in 200 µm × 200 µm windows, stepped in increments of 50 µm (recall the illustration of Fig. 9 ). In this scenario, windows have w = 200 µm, each window is divided into r = 4 "steps," and the step distance is w/r = 50 µm. A large application-specified integrated circuit 20 mm on a side would have 160 000 "tiles" on each layer, and a ten-layer metal process implies 1.6 million tiles in the chip. Future design-driven "intelligent" fill must compute optimal amounts of fill to be added into each tile, simultaneously, for all tiles on all layers of the chip. This is enabled by, e.g., highly scalable nonlinear-optimization technology. 2) Direct optimization of total variation and smoothness:
For improved manufacturability, it is necessary to explicitly minimize the difference between minimum and maximum postfill window densities, i.e., we should optimize the min-var objective. It is also necessary to create "smooth" fill, e.g., through explicit upper bounds on the density difference between any pair of adjacent windows. 3) Model-based fill synthesis: Rule-based fill synthesis is based on concepts such as density or keepoff distance rules, which may be applied to wiring segments belonging to nets with less than the given threshold amounts of timing slack. Model-based fill synthesis, on the other hand, would use CMP models to, e.g., identify regions where maintaining planarity is important (e.g., next to timing-critical segments and below-critical segments). The model-based approach has implicit tight coupling to extraction and timing engines, particularly to model the impact of fill on coupling capacitance. Fig. 20 shows the evolution of model-based fill synthesis from today's Phase 1 practice through a mature Phase 3 portrait. In Phase 3, the CMP model is very tightly coupled into the design-driven fill synthesis. 4) Timing-driven fill synthesis: One of the largest concerns in fill synthesis, apart from meeting the CMP design rules, is the impact of fill insertion on capacitances of signal nets. Excessive increase in wire capacitance can cause a net to violate setup timing constraint (or, on the other hand, added capacitance can increase hold timing slack). A large value for keepoff distance reduces the setup slack danger but reduces fill slack and, therefore, can make it impossible to meet minimum density constraints. With timing-driven intelligent fill, the impact of inserting fills on timing is continually assessed, and the minimum keepoff distance for each net to meet the setup-time constraint can be computed to avoid a wastefully large "one size fits all" keepoff distance. In a more advanced intelligent timing-driven fill flow, the impact of fill insertion on both wafer topography and timing would be analyzed and optimized concurrently. One additional advantage of timing-driven fill is that it can improve the hold-time slack of a net by deliberately and selectively introducing capacitance to that net (Fig. 21 ). 5) Flexible fill grid: Global optimization of fill synthesis will return better solution quality if the fill "slack" per tile is maximized. Accurate computation of fill slack in any tile entails solving a maximum-fill problem. This requires flexible adaptation of the underlying "grid" of arrayed fill shapes so as to maximally exploit available space (and without compromising peak memory or output data volume). 6) Symmetric analog fill: To satisfy requirements of analog and other mismatch-sensitive circuits, intelligent fill must respect user-defined axes of symmetry within specified regions per layer. 7) Maximization of via fill: To improve dielectric mechanical stability and other objectives, intelligent fill maximizes the vertical alignment of inserted fill shapes to enable maximum insertion of via fill. The via-fill insertion should also be performance-driven. Fig. 22 shows a practical approach to timing-driven fill. After all the required fill has been inserted, windows that still violate the minimum density criteria are identified, and all the nets belonging to these windows are selected. To meet the density criteria, the conservatism factor of timing-violating nets (TVNs) must be updated so as to allow additional fill to be inserted. This is done in accordance with the results of Fig. 22 . Timing-driven fill-synthesis approach [15] .
an incremental RC extractor and static-timing analyzer (i.e., basically to update the timing slacks of TVNs).
Intelligent design-driven fill supports both timing-aware and timing-driven use models, in both the place-and-route and postplace-and-route contexts (Fig. 21) . With the timing-aware use model, (black color) for the postplace-and-route context, intelligent fill honors net-class information (e.g., according to timing and noise margins) and user-specified fill keepoff rules for each net class. With the timing-driven use model (black + gray colors), intelligent fill reads standard delay constraints and standard parasitic exchange format (SPEF), as well as goldensignoff-analysis reports, and delivers a new SPEF output in addition to the timing-and severity-index (SI)-correct fill. The supporting infrastructure should provide the incremental extraction and timing/SI analyses that are needed to support timing-driven fill synthesis. Interfacing to external topography simulation (CMP model) should also be supported.
VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE CMP-FILL-SYNTHESIS FLOWS
We have reviewed the role of CMP fill in reducing manufacturing variation (specifically, postpolishing wafer topography). 6 A number of techniques for density analysis and global optimization of fill patterns have been noted. We have also pointed out the recent trend toward design-driven "intelligent" fill synthesis that integrates scalable global optimization, handling of a rich array of constraint types, CMP process modeling and simulation, and incremental extraction and timing analysis. Such techniques will eventually offer the capability to produce globally optimized design-driven CMP fill that satisfies difficult fill-pattern and density constraints.
To conclude this paper, it is worth considering which "platform" will deliver future CMP fill syntheses that enhance manu- 6 In a recent paper [1] , silicon data are presented, which shows the correlation between density uniformity and post-CMP-topography uniformity. facturability, as well as parametric yield, of the IC product. The first possibility is that fill synthesis and timing are integrated together within the detailed router. This is intuitively reasonable for such reasons as follows.
1) Routers lay down geometries and close timing and, so, are the natural candidates to perform fill synthesis. 2) Timing closure will be more certain for the design team before handoff to manufacturing. 3) Grounded fill, which reduces timing uncertainty and improves IR drop, is a natural extension of power/groundrouting capability. Cho et al. [12] also propose the first wire-density-driven global routing that considers CMP variation and timing. On the other hand, it is also reasonable to suggest that the router should not perform detailed fill insertion due to the following reasons. 1) Complicated (wraparound, full-chip, width-distributiondependent, etc.) density analyses that support highquality CMP modeling are not easily performed by a router. 2) Routers optimized for batch solution of full-chip detailed routing cannot deliver high-quality fill without a significant runtime hit. 3) With the possible exception of hold-time slack and coupling-induced delay uncertainty issues, grounded fill is a bad idea from a performance standpoint, and the more preferable floating-fill approach is less natural for a router. 4) Because reticle enhancements (RETs), including CMPfill-expose process requirements, foundries may wish to control more of the postlayout RET; at the same time, extraction, area density, and fill-pattern design rules provide the foundry with great leverage to avoid any need to solve fill in the router. 5) Better passing of design intent from design to manufacturing can reduce the need to solve the problem in the router, as noted in [7] .
Future CMP-fill methodologies will likely involve four potential elements: 1) CMP simulation, 2) topography-aware RC extraction, 3) timing and signal integrity awareness, and 4) multilayer fill synthesis. An important observation is that a "smart" fill synthesis, if it accurately optimizes planarity and accounts for multilayer topographic effects, minimizes the need for 2). Another observation is that today's efforts toward 1) and 2) will not of themselves provide any design solutions; they are only analyses. On the other hand, as illustrated in Phase 2 of Fig. 20, a combination of 1), 3) , and 4), with planarity assumptions validated by best possible CMP simulation, may provide a very strong replacement for today's physical-verification-based floating fill or router-based grounded fill.
